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Hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur (13)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion that offers customers a view Kuala Lumpur skyline. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a couple enjoying dinner in a hanging restaurant  suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a restaurant staff preparing dinner on hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a restaurant staff preparing dinner on hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows the iconic Pertonas Twin Towers at right seen from a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows the iconic Pertonas Twin Towers at right seen from a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a couple enjoying dinner in a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant being raised by a crane in Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa Claus travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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This picture taken on December 5, 2018 shows a Santa Claus mannequin placed on a couch in a hanging restaurant suspended by a crane overlooking the skyline of Kuala Lumpur inspired by Santa travelling on a sleigh with reindeers for a Christmas season promotion. - Strapped into rollercoaster-like seats, the Santa in the Sky patrons dine and drink next to prancing reindeer models and a mannequin of jolly St Nicholas while busy traffic streams nearby below. (Photo by MOHD RASFAN / AFP)
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